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Pantheon - The Norse explores the beliefs and practices found within Heathenry including a look
at cosmology and various celebrations. It also discusses the gods and spirits that are
acknowledged within the belief system giving brief descriptions of each and how they were and
are understood. Designed as an introduction to the Norse pantheon, this book will guide
beginners into a basic understanding of the beliefs and offer further suggested resources for
those who want to dive deeper.

About the AuthorMorgan Daimler is a blogger, poet, teacher of esoteric subjects, witch, and
priestess of the Daoine Maithe. Morgan is a prolific pagan writer, having published more than a
dozen books under Moon Books alone, and she is one of the world's foremost experts on all
things Fairy. She lives in CT.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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What people are saying aboutPantheon - The NorseMorgan Daimler’s new addition to the
Pantheon series is the perfect introduction for those wishing to explore the rich religious
landscape of the Norse tradition. Like Odin’s eight-legged stead, Sleipnir, Daimler carries
readers across the many realms of Norse religious belief and practice, paying visits to the
numerous Gods and spirits who populate the nine worlds of Norse cosmology. This book strikes
the balance between providing a concise overview for new-comers to Norse Paganism and
offering intriguing insights that invite readers to delve in deeper. As such, this is an accessible
and well-informed guide which will appeal to those seeking to learn more about the Norse
tradition.Olivia Church, author of Isis: Great of Magic, She of 10,000 NamesIt can be hard for
newcomers to find their footing in modern Heathenry! The learning curve is steep and it can be
all too easy for a new Heathen to inadvertently step on one of the many fault lines in modern
Heathen communities. In Pantheon - The Norse, Morgan Daimler boils down key concepts in a
balanced and nuanced way, providing both a solid overview of modern Heathenry as well as
insider knowledge for the newcomer to help them avoid the most troublesome fault lines.Cat
Heath, author of Elves, Witches and Gods: Spinning Old Heathen Magic in the Modern
DayPantheon - The Norse by Morgan Daimler is far more than just a simple list of gods and
goddesses. Well-researched and clearly worded, as we have come to expect from Daimler, this
book offers a comprehensive entry into the world of modern Norse Paganism in its many
varieties. Drawing on vital primary source documents, easy-to-understand explanations of the
mythos, cosmology, and worldview provide the necessary background for the information about
ancient and modern ritual practices, values, and manners. Then follows an insightful dive into
the Aesir, Vanir, Giants, and other spirits and beings associated with the Norse traditions, some
of whom the reader may find new and fascinating. The suggested reading list and extensive
bibliography offer the reader a helpful way to continue their exploration. Altogether, Pantheon -
The Norse is a thorough introduction and a valuable resource for anyone who is interested in
exploring and practicing modern Norse Paganism.Laura Perry, author of Ariadne’s Thread:
Awakening the Wonders of the Ancient Minoans in Our Modern LivesPantheon - the Norse by
Morgan Daimler is the book I wished I had when I was first meeting the Norse gods. Not only
does this serve to bring a foundation to the reader, but the balance between personal
experience and academic sources helps it feel welcoming to someone beginning to explore this
pantheon. It’s amazing how Daimler brought together so many resources and magic in a way
that is inviting and accessible. Highly recommended and highly enjoyable.Irisanya Moon, author
of Reclaiming Witchcraft, Aphrodite and Iris
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This book is dedicated to everyone on the Hiddenfolk, Witches, and Elves trip in Iceland.With
thanks to everyone in the Heathen community I am privileged to call a friend.



Author’s NoteThis book is intended to serve as an introduction to the Norse Gods and to give a
reader a basic overview of Heathenry’s history, mythology, symbols, and gods as well as its
practice in the modern world. In writing this book I have tried to find a balance between
academic sources and personal experiences. As someone who has been part of the US
Heathen community since 2006, I want my own experiences to inform my writing here so that
people can see at least one possible expression of Heathenry in the modern world, but I also
want to provide a strong academic resource for readers and a wider view of other possible
practices. I have tried to include an extensive bibliography and list a selection of other references
that could potentially help readers connect to the Norse Gods in both intellectual and
experiential ways and that would be of interest to people curious about Heathenry.It would be
impossible to include everything about either the Norse Gods or Heathenry in a single book of
this size, however, I have tried to include what I consider the most pertinent information. Ideally
readers will be interested enough to continue researching and reading more, but this book
should cover all the essentials. To accomplish this, I am looking at sources spanning both Norse
and Germanic cultures, historic and modern, as well as books written by non-academics who
feel a strong connection to the subject. I believe that this wide approach is the only way to get a
true understanding of Norse Heathenry fully in context.This book, by nature, will likely tend to
reflect my own approach to Heathenry, no matter how I try to avoid bias in my writing, but it
should be understood that historic Heathenry was never a homogeneous set of beliefs and
practices and that remains true today. There are a multitude of modern Heathen traditions, some
of which are at odds with others. I encourage people who are interested to research further into
specific approaches.As with my previous books I am using American Psychological Association
(APA) formatting for citations which means that after any quoted or paraphrased material you will
see a set of parentheses containing the author’s last name and the date the book was published;
quoted material will also include the page number the quote was taken from. This can be cross-
referenced in the bibliography if you would like to know the source or read it for yourself. I am
aware that not everyone likes this style but I prefer it because I find it the most efficient way to
reference sources. I am also choosing to use the Anglicized spellings of the deity names
throughout although the older culturally specific spellings will be mentioned within the applicable
section on each individual deity later in the book. This is because of the wide range of spelling
options to be found across the multiple cultures being dealt with in a text on what is effectively
pan-Norse mythology.

IntroductionThis book is about the Norse pantheon and the systems of belief, historic and
modern, that are associated with them. The historic worship of Norse gods was referred to
externally as Heathenry;1 there are many different names for the modern practices including
Heathenry, Asatru, and Norse paganism. While there are important nuances between these
terms in modern communities, throughout this book the terms heathenry and Norse paganism
will be used interchangeably. The term heathen comes from Old English hæðen, meaning



‘neither Christian nor Jewish’, connected to the Old Norse heiðinn of a similar meaning; while it
has been suggested that the term may ultimately mean ‘from the heath’ it is likely an attempt at
glossing the Latin pagan into a Gothic language (Harper, 2021). In effect the term originally
meant a rural person or someone uncultured but came to mean a person who wasn’t Christian,
and in recent years specifically a person who honors the Norse or German gods. It must be
noted that the term heathen is used differently in different places. I am using the word here as it
is predominantly used in the United States, where heathen and pagan have come to have
distinct different meanings in the modern polytheistic communities, however, that does not hold
true elsewhere. Readers should make an effort to familiarize themselves with local terms and
usages.In Part I we will be looking at the history, beliefs, and practices of Heathenry and in Part II
we will explore who the Norse Gods are as well as related spirits that play an important role in
the belief system. These parts are divided fairly equally in this book, as I feel that it is important
to both have some basis in the beliefs as well as a solid source for information on the deities and
spirits.Heathenry is a very diverse spirituality and encompasses everything from people who
consider themselves atheists but like the traditions they associate with Heathenry, to people who
fully believe in the Norse gods and all the spirits found in Norse mythology and folklore. It also
encompasses several distinct cultures including Norse, Anglo-Saxon, and German, all of which
will affect the modern practices of the specific groups as well as exactly what deities they believe
in and names they use for them. This diversity is a strength but must be clearly understood by
anyone seeking to learn about modern Heathenry or about its historic roots, because the various
sources and which ones are included or ignored impact the modern forms.The bulk of this book
is centered on the Norse Gods and spirits that are important in Norse belief, as understanding
these beings is essential. We will also cover, in less depth, basic cosmology and practice found
in Norse paganism to offer a fuller picture of Heathenry. In some places we will touch on things in
Anglo-Saxon and German culture as well, particularly where they crossover with, or are
important to, wider modern beliefs found in Heathenry. The goal here is not to create an in-
depth, one stop resource for the subject but to offer readers a wide range of basic information to
give a better understanding of the subject or help beginners seeking a starting place.

Chapter 1HistoryHast thou a friend whom thou trustest well, from whom thou cravest good?
Share thy mind with him, gifts exchange with him, fare to find him oft.- HavamalThe history of
Norse paganism and of the Norse pantheon is inextricably linked to the history of the Germanic
and Norse peoples themselves. Before we plunge forward into looking at the mythology,
cosmology, rituals and practices of Heathenry, and of course the Norse Gods, let’s start by
looking briefly at the history behind it all. This is by no means intended as a thorough review,
only a quick summary, as there is so much material that could be included here.The term ‘Norse’
refers to a group of related cultures which share a root language, a branch of the Germanic
strand of Indo-European. In previous periods Germanic was the preferred term as it
encompasses the entirety of the range of cultures, however, many people conflated Germanic



with specifically German and so in recent years I have noted a shift to using Norse as the
blanket term instead, although this is less accurate from a semantic perspective. Norse cultures
include what in modern terms we would call the countries of Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland,
Denmark, the Faroe Islands, Shetland Islands, and the Orkney Islands while the broader
Germanic would also include Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Flanders, Frisia,
and, historically, cultures which influenced England such as the Anglo-Saxons. These cultures
share not only a language root but also other cultural factors including mythological themes, and
many of the gods now classified as Norse fit into the broader category of pan-Germanic being
found in different iterations across these various cultures.The language group and cultures
originated during the bronze age in the Nordic areas of northern Europe and spread southward
over the ensuing centuries. By roughly 500 BCE the languages had become distinct and the
cultures were developing in different directions (Harbert, 2006). From there we see the cultural
developments becoming more unique between the various forming cultures, which eventually
evolved into the material we have today.When the subject of the Norse cultures is brought up
many people immediately equate them to Vikings. This is both accurate and misleading so let’s
unpack that. The exact meaning of the word Viking is uncertain but by the Middle Ages it was
associated with people from Nordic countries who sailed out on raids of other places and was
used synonymously with Heathen and Northmen (Hødnebø, 1987). This practice of raiding
began around the 8th century CE and went into the 11th century, with England and Ireland being
common targets. There are various theories as to why people would become Vikings, including a
shortage of available wives and a need for son’s outside of the line of inheritance to earn a living
or establish themselves, but there’s no certainty. It is likely, in my opinion, that several factors
were in play and there is no simple explanation to be found.A Viking was a person who left their
home country to sail out and take what could be taken from various other locations, including
trade goods, gold, and people (particularly women). This resulted in Norse settlements in
several locations including Ireland, the Orkneys, and Iceland, which spread Norse cultural
influence further afield. In the case of Ireland, while there were towns and cities founded by the
Norse and even a sacred grove dedicated to Thor. Once the Norse were ousted their impact on
Irish culture appeared to be limited. In the Orkneys, on the other hand, Norse culture completely
overwrote the existing culture and in Iceland created a new and profoundly impactful community.
The Viking practice of taking people resulted in an Irish cultural influence2 in Iceland as so many
of the women there had been kidnapped from Ireland or were Irish wives of Norsemen who were
part of the Norse settlements in Ireland (Sigurdsson, 2000).While Vikings tend to get the most
attention when Norse culture and paganism is being discussed this is, as was mentioned,
slightly misleading. The Vikings were only one facet of the wider cultural milieu and were not a
unique culture in themselves but an aspect of shared culture between Norway, Denmark, and
Sweden. The impact of the Viking period can’t be underrated but we must also be cautious not
to romanticize it or extrapolate it out into assumptions about the entirety of Norse cultures and
how they operated.
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Liv, “Indepth information on the Norse deities. An absolute treasure of a book for those wishing
to deepen or begin their journey with the Norse deities. The book gives clear guidance on the
deities, even those not commonly known. It is an easy and enjoyable read. Highly recommend”

The book by Morgan Daimler has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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